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My paper sample book is a Cowboy 
pocket guide focusing on the textures 
that are found with them and a guide
to cowboy culture.
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- Cowboys
- Film sets
- How kids work/create with paper
- Papers of our lives
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Sharp Grotesk Medium 06

Buffon Regular, Bold, Heavy

Aktiv Grotesk Ex Bold
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Photographs by Rachel Proctor
Model: Sydney Solis
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Final Mockup
For my project I initially started with the idea to create a traditional spaghetti western 
style cowboy pocket guide that was heavily influenced by the American ideal cowboy. 
After a few failed mockups and lots of frustrated mind maps I came back to this idea of 
duality, combining modern cowboy fashion that is heavily previlent in pop-culture, with 
the guidelines of the more traditional aspects of cowboys. I began my process with my 
new concept and direction of my topic by sketching, I got out my bad ideas, and once I 
found one that wasn’t too bad, I began to deisgn in illustrator. I repeated this process mul-
tiple times throughout each spread, and once I figured out the design aspects of my 
book, I began to make multiple paper mockups to get a sense of size and layout. I wanted 
this piece to feel like it was something you carry with you for helpful quick tips, so I kept it 
smaller and more narrow, a layout and scale I have never really designed with. Once I was 
happy with the layout of my book I then began finalizing my designs. Through my designs 
I created this sense of modernity and traditional cowboy style through my images, typog-
raphy, and content. The jarring contrats of the typographic choices in the book play with 
that ideation of duality that I was trying to capture; the traditional aspects of cowboy cul-
ture and what has stuck with us as a contemporary society.  I again attempted to capture 
this through the imagery, the images that photographer Rachel Proctor took, have a vin-
tage/film desaturated look to them, however at the same time it also highlights certain 
aspects very colorfully, and and more saturated. In the photos, Sydney Solis is wearing 
some traditional western wear that is considered very contemporary for the pieces. For 
instance the pink cowboy hat and boots, while traditional in their form, pink boots would 
never be worn by any cowboy in the 1800’s. I think the photographs turned out to be the 
ideal representation of the contrasting narrative I wanted to portray through my designs. 
The content is meant to incorporate aspects of cowboy culture that we have carried with 
us to today; the phrases, aspects of fashion, the prints, fringe, and attitude. Overall I am 
very proud of this piece, it truly feels like the first print project I have made that really 
incompasses my design style and intrests. I also loved being able to collaborate with 
other students,  I never really get that opprotunity and I can whole-heartdly say that this 
project would not be successful without their contributitions. I also really enjoyed the way 
the process work was handled, in previous projects, it was almost more work than the 
actual project itself, however this way is much smoother, consistant, and organic; I’m not 
throwing everything together last minute and faking mockups, I have really true process 
to show the elevation of my work. The openendedness of the project, the guidence, 
agency-esque work environment, and time provided allowed for me to be successful and 
create something that I am really proud of and excited to show off. 


